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Fix You Up
Tegan and Sara

Tegan and Sara - Fix you up

Tabbed by Moose100

Standard tuning
Capo 5
                                 
F                                                               G
What do I, what do I, what do I need to do to see myself in a better mood
F						
And what do you, what do you, what do you need to do to get yourself in a 
G
better mood

C		             G		           F
Well, there s not a lot for you to give if you re giving in
C		           G	                      F
And there s not a lot for you to feel if you re not feeling it
F					                      G
You bring it up and bring it in and we ll get you fixed up in no time

F							     
What I wanted most, what I wanted most, what I wanted most was to get myself 
       G
all figured out
F				                                       G
And what I figured out, what I figured out was I needed more time to figure 
you out

C		             G	                   F	
Well, there s not a lot for you to give if you re giving in
C		          G		              F
And there s not a lot for you to feel if you re not feeling it
F					                       G	
You bring it up, and bring it in and we ll get you fixed up in no time

C		          G
Cause this love is all I have to give
C	             G		
This love is all I have to give.
C	             G	
This love is all I have to give.
C	            G	
This love is all I have to give.

C	              G	                             F	



There s not a lot for you to give if you re giving in
C		          G		             F
And there s not a lot for you to feel if you re not feeling it
C		            G	                   F	
Well, there s not a lot for you to give if you re giving in
C		          G		              F
And there s not a lot for you to feel if you re not feeling it  

F	                                                       		
You bring it up, and bring it in and bring it in and we ll get you fixed up 
    G   F                         G 
in no, we ll get you fixed up in no time

C		    G  		      F
This love is all I have to give...this looooooo


